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New Payment Options
New outdoor payment kiosks are
available at all ENSTAR branch locations
(except for the Anchorage International
office). The kiosks are available anytime
for payments with cash or credit/debit
cards.
Payments can still be made by calling
customer service each business day until
5:00 pm or online at:
www.enstarnaturalgas.com.

Completion of the
Bragaw Transmission Line
Replacement Project
In February, ENSTAR began
a project to replace 3,000’
of 12” high pressure pipeline
between Northern Lights and
Bragaw that was originally
installed in the 1960s. This
large line is critical to the
ENSTAR system, supplying gas
to many Anchorage residents
as well as hospitals and
downtown businesses.
ENSTAR crews began work
while the ground was frozen in
order to minimally impact the
wetlands and avoid disrupting
the nearby recreational trail.
The project was completed
in July when both ends of the
new pipeline were connected
or “tied-in” to the existing
ENSTAR system.

Follow us
on Facebook
and Twitter!

Common Natural Gas Terms & Definitions
Bill Terms

Customer Charge: A flat rate fee that is determined by the meter size
(G1, G2, G3, or G4) on a gas account. The customer charge recovers a portion
of the utility’s costs such as meter-reading, record-keeping, billing, collections, and
costs associated with service lines and meters.
Service Charge (Base): A volumetric charge that is determined by the meter size
(G1, G2, G3, or G4) on a gas account. This charge recovers system maintenance
costs.
Supplier Gas Cost Charge (GCA): The “Supplier Gas Cost Charge” is a volumetric
charge that reflects the price ENSTAR customers pay for gas based on gas supply
agreements previously approved by the Regulatory Commission of Alaska (RCA).
The GCA is adjusted annually in July.
Regulatory Cost Charge (RCC): The “Regulatory Cost Charge” is a volumetric
charge provided by Alaska Statutes. This charge helps fund the RCA.

Natural Gas Delivery Process

Producer: Any entity leasing, owning or controlling a supply of natural gas.
Transporter/Distributor: A pipeline company or a local distributer, such as
ENSTAR, which purchases natural gas from a producer.
End User: You, the end customer.

Gas Measurement

CCF: A common natural gas volumetric measurement.
1 CCF = 100 cubic feet of natural gas
MCF: A common natural gas volumetric measurement.
1 MCF = 1,000 cubic feet of natural gas.

